
Tulancingo Style Guajolotito  

 Guajolotito estilo Tulancingo 
 

 
Ingredients 
 
Dinner rolls, or other small buns 
Refried beans (homemade, or canned) 
Tomatillo green salsa (homemade or bottled) 
Hard boiled eggs (optional); peeled and sliced 
Corn tortillas; warmed, as directed on the package 
Fresh cheese, such as Cotija, panela or light feta (optional); crumbled 
Onions; chopped 
Vegetable oil (or olive oil) 
 
Pour enough vegetable oil to coat the bottom of a frying pan, and place it on the stove, over 
medium heat. Slice warm tortillas into quarters and the buns lengthwise; spread refried beans on 
one side of the buns. Place one bun and two pieces of tortilla in the pan, frying and flipping until 
just slightly crisp on both sides; remove and place on a dry skillet over low heat, to drain excess oil 
and keep warm.  Spread some green salsa on the beans, then arrange the tortilla quarters on top, 
and cover with more green salsa, cheese (if using) and onions. Place two slices of hard boiled egg 
on top, finish with another scoop of salsa, then close the bun.  Repeat with the rest of the 
ingredients. 

From MySliceofMexico.ca  

These guajolotitos are vegetarian, or vegan, without the cheese and egg. Other versions go the 
other way, to please meat lovers, with the addition of either bacon, ham, chorizo, carnitas, cooked 
chicken … or all of them! 
 
For a party-friendly version, and probably healthier 
since there is no frying involved, drizzle baguette 
slices with olive oil, and toast in the oven until 
golden brown. Spread refried beans on each slice, 
then layer with: green salsa, one store-bought 
corn chip, a dollop of refried beans to keep the 
chip in place, and a quarter of a hard-boiled egg. 
Sprinkle with onions and cheese. The vegan 
version is also an option, or add a cute face to the 
guajolotito: 


